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ABSTRACT
TRIUMF is engaged on a one year Project Definition Study of its KAON factory proposal. This
proposal calls for a total of 1800 magnets to be installed in three storage rings, two synchrotrons,
beam transfer lines and experimental facilities to increase the present beam from 200 fiA at 500 MeV
to 100 fiA at 30 GeV. The paper discusses the current design status concentrating on the ac booster
synchrotron ring magnets which will be driven by biased dc current modulated at 50 Hz. Methods of
estimating the core losses for this excitation, the coil eddy current losses and design and fabrication
features of prototypes will be presented.

INTRODUCTION

TRIUMF's KAON Factory was proposed in 1985
[1] and has been under continuous review and study
since that time. The latest layout is shown in Fig. 1
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it comprises transfer lines, three storage rings, two
synchrotrons, a beam switch yard and experimental
facilities. This complex will require over 1800 mag-
nets of at least 100 different designs, (Table 1). The
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FIGURE 1 Proposed KAON factory layout
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TABLE 1 Estimated Magnet Quantities for KAON factory.

450 MeV Transfer
'A1 Ring
'B' Ring (AC)
' B - C Transfer
' C Ring
'D' Ring (AC)
'E' Ring
Switch Yard &
Primary BL's
Secondary Beamlines

Dipoles

11
24
24

5
96
96
96
18

23

393

Quads

47
48
48
19

128
128
128
98

87

731

Sextupoles

_

24
24
—
48
48
48
—

5

197

COD's

6
96
9fi

6
96
96
96
10

502

Total

64
192
192
30

368
368
368
126

115

1823

two synchrotrons are excited with a dual frequency,
dc biassed excitation which will require ac magnets.
The storage rings and experimental facilities magnets
will have dc excitation. There are only two super-
conducting magnets, these will be in the secondary
channels of the experimental facility. We do expect
however that large superconducting magnets will be
needed for the particle detectors of the experimental
programs.

We are now completing a Project Definition Study
(PDS) which ends in December of this year. This
study is rather broad and besides the technical as-
pects of the project it includes topics such as envi-
ronmental and economic impacts, international co-
operation and the ability of Canadian industry to
participate in building the components. This paper
briefly describes the overall magnet program and
some of the design highlights. The work on kicker
magnets is not included. Furter details are given in
internal design notes which are available upon re-
quest.

PDS PROGRAM

The project goals for the PDS program are set out
in Fig. 2. A design workshop was held in October of
last year [2] covering magnet and power supply tech-
nology. The major activity has been the design and
procurement of full sized prototypes of the Booster
dipole and quadrupole magnets. The dipole is shown
in Fig. 3 and its parameters are given in Table 2. The
detailed design of these magnets is discussed below.

We are making preliminary conceptual designs for
all the magnets as their specifications are given to
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TABLE 2 Booster Synchrotron Input Parameters

Physics

Energy range
Field rise frequency
Field fall frequency

Dipole
Maximum pole tip field 1.05
Minimum pole tip field 0.277
Effective length 3.18
Pole gap OT diameter 10.68
Field uniformity B/Bo < 1 x 10"
Good field width ±5.0
Number required 25

Power Supply

Maximum current 5000
Maximum voltage/magnet(peak) 3
Maximum inductance 5.75
No. magnets/PS cell 5
Maximum voltage/PS cell (peak) 15

us by the beam opticians. This data is being stored
in an "Oracle" database which will allow us to sum
materials and give quick access to dimensional data
and service requirements.

The design team comprises three full time profes-
sionals supplemented by technical staff. We have en-
joyed the presence of visiting experts both from other
laboratories and from industry for consultation and
discussions on techniques and methods.

PROTOTYPE BOOSTER DIPOLE

FIGURE 3

PROTOTYPE DESIGNS
It was decided that it would be prudent to con-

centrate our efforts on the Booster ring magnets be-
cause these are the most challenging technically and
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we wanted to gain experience with ac magnets which
have not previously been needed at TRIUMF.

The magnets are driven in series by current wave
forms similar to the one shown in Fig. 4 which is
for the dipole. The waveshape rises at 33.3 Hz and
falls at 100 Hz. Some aspects of the designs were dic-
tated by the need to procure and build the prototypes
within the PDS year, materials were ordered before
the construction drawings were completed. A dipole
and quadrupole magnet are being made and will be
delivered by December of this year.
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FIGURE 4 Dipole magnet excitation current



DIPOLE STEEL DESIGN
The dipole magnet is 3.1 m effective length, with a

10.68 cm gap and field levels at injection and extrac-
tion of 0.277 and 1.049 T respectively. This converts
to a dc field level of 0.663 T and an ac peak compo-
nent of 0.386 T. At our magnet workshop [2] it was
recommended that the field in the yokes not exceed
1.25 T for a 50 Hz magnet and this value was sub-
sequently found to be the best value for minimizing
the core losses.

It was decided at the beginning to build a curved
magnet from one piece laminations. The single lam-
in? ' ion reduces the amount of assembly labour and
avoids uncertainties in the air gap due to the side
joints. We also decided to use a non-oriented steel.
Subsequent studies [3] showed that the lower losses of
the grain oriented steel are not fully realized because
the H magnet profile has significant regions where the
flux is at 45 and 90° to the rolling direction. For our
particular magnet the use of a thinner oriented steel
would have resulted in a core loss reduction of only
1 kw compared to the M 17 steel 0.0185 in. (0.47 mm)
thick chosen. The total magnet losses are estimated
to be 58.5 kw [4].

In order to calculate the core losses for our excita-
tion we separated them into the hysteresis and eddy
current components. The hysteresis loss was then es-
timated at the peak flux density and adjusted for the
fact that the steel only traverses about one third of
the full hysteresis loop. The eddy current component
of loss was calculated by estimating it from the ac
flux component only and adjusting for the frequency.
The methods of doing this are given in Ref. 5.

The magnet assembly will have the laminations
parallel to each other and assembled on a curved
bed. The laminations will be epoxied together and
stiffened by stainless steel plates welded to the out-
side. There will be slots at intervals along the mag-
net to accommodate coil clamps and cooling arrays
to remove core losses. The cross section is shown in
Fig. 5. The pole profile and magnet end profile were

shaped [6] to avoid saturation in the steel which could
cause excessive core losses and variation in the mag-
net properties between extraction and injection en-
ergies. The field uniformity is within the tolerances
of 1 x 10~4 at both energies and the effective length
is predicted to be constant to 1 part in 105.

COIL DESIGN
The physics specification of field level and vol

ume coupled with the power supply requirement of
a maximum allowable voltage determine the num-
ber of turns for the coil. Eddy currents due to the
transverse field at the coil require that the conductor
section be small so it is necessary to connect individ-
ual insulated conductors in parallel to form a single
conductor. Our design limited the number of turns to
20 which requires a current of approximately 5000 A
peak. We considered an array of conventional square
hollow conductor and compared it with stranded hol-
low conductor of the type used at KEK [7], Fig. 6a.
The square hollow conductor is arranged in a 1 x 12
array as shown in Fig. 6b.
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FIGURE 6 Conductor configurations

The prototype will be wound with the square hol-
low conductor which was chosen because of its better
availability. Its eddy current losses are higher than
the KEK type as shown in Table 3. The 1 x 12
array is chosen because transposition of conductors
to eliminate circulating currents due to unequal flux
linkages is eliminated for both horizontal and verti-
cal components of flux. The eddy current losses are
estimated from Eq. (1) for square hollow conductors
which is correct as long as dimension a is less than

TABLE 3 Comparison of dipole conductors

B
stranded
conductor

1 x 12 square
hollow array

FIGURE 5 Prototype dipole cross section

dc resistive loss 42 kw 36.8
ac resistive loss 7.1 kw 6.3
ac eddy current loss 1.8 kw 15.4
(B r m s = .08 T)

50.9 kw 58.5 kw



the skin depth. We have verified this with PE2D cal-
culations. A similar calculation for the stranded con-
ductor which is larger overall than the skin depth
shows that the outer turns shield the inner tube and
the calculation assumption of a uniform field is in-
correct, however the calculation is considered to be
conservative.

loss/meter= - - —
B2w2

(1)

a
d
P
B

Conductor outer dimension
Conductor inner diameter (cooling hole)
material resistivity
Peak value of transverse sinusoidal field
B cos tut.

PROTOTYPE QUADRUPOLE

The quadrupole design [7] is based on an existing
HERA quadrupole cross section because it was possi-
ble to procure laminations using existing tooling, the
quarter cross section is shown in Fig. 7. Design prin-
ciples were similar to those of the dipole. The coil is
comprised of a bundle of narrow rectangular conduc-
tors indirectly cooled. Transposition of the conduc-
tors to eliminate circulating currents will be done at
the coil terminations. The eddy current losses were
studied using PE2D and the magnet is being mod-
elled in three dimensions using TOSCA to compute
the overall harmonic content.
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FIGURE 7 Prototype booster quad quarter section

DRIVER RING AND OTHER MAGNETS

Design of Driver ring magnets which operate at
6.6 and 20 Hz has been carried out to the conceptual

stage only [8,9,10]. The pole and end profiles have
been established but the main parameters are not
yet fixed so the designs have not been finalized.

Preliminary data on all other magnets from size
and cost estimating programs is being fed into a data
base which allows us to quickly estimate power, space
and service requirements. These are not considered to
be final designs.

LOSS MEASUREMENT PROGRAMS
We have assembled an Epstein coil array and have

started a series of core loss measurements with both
sinusoidal and dual frequency excitation superim-
posed onto a dc bias field. These measurements will
be compared with our estimating method given ear-
lier. Some preliminary results are shown for an M22
steel (Fig. 8); from this data an estimate can be
obtained for a waveform similar to ours. We have
completed measurements on M4 steel samples and
achieved agreement between estimating the loss from
single frequency measurements and measuring them
directly with biassed dual frequency excitation to
within 6%. We are continuing the measurements on
the prototype dipole steel so that we can compare
the measured and estimated results.

PRELIMINARY
CORE LOSS MEASUREMENTS
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Also we have installed square hollow conductors
in a dipole magnet and measured the eddy current
losses by cooling water flow and temperature rise.
For 0.5 in. square hollow conductor the measured loss
agreed within 5% of the calculated values at 100 and
33.3 Hz, with a field level of 600 G. A stranded cable
sample with a copper cooling tube did not give such
a good agreement but the field level was too low for
an accurate determination. The tests on both types
of conductors are continuing.



MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS
Magnetic measurements on the prototype magnets

will be made with a variety of methods. The dipole
will be measured with both dc and ac excitation with
a Hall probe. In the ac mode about twenty measure-
ments per pulse will be made using an HP3458A
multimeter connected to a 386 PC computer. The
quadrupole will be measured with a Morgan coil tech-
nique using a printed circuit board technique to mea-
sure the n=l,2,6 and 10 harmonics.

SUMMARY
These studies are continuing and will be extended

as time permits to other topics. We are starting to
look at radiation hard magnets for the target sta-
tions in the Experimental Halls. We have also been
involved with the RF Group's cavity tuner prototype
and choke transformers for the Power Supply Group.
A major effort will now be required to prepare new
cost, manpower and schedulle estimates for the final
PDS report.
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